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Apisake  Monthienvichienchai1

When I was asked to write an article for the first edition of the Centre�s magazine, specifically on
the Thai bureaucracy, my head was in a spin.  I was unsure how to go about this task, as being stuck
in the middle of mainland China, I do not have access to the academic resources that I normally have
nor was it the most convenient of places to begin and finish this task.  So in my worried state, I slept and
dreamt.  I refer to the incident as a RdreamT even though this so-called RdreamT seemed more akin to
some surreal, convoluted, nightmarish episode straight out of Thomas de Quincey�s Confessions of an
English Opium-Eater.  Nevertheless, despite the supremely unpleasant contents of the dream, I would
like to share it with you.

The first part of the dream began in a landscape completely devastated by a disaster of epic
proportions.  The little conscious side that still remained with me presumed that the recent news of the
American hurricanes may have been an inspiration for this episode.  In the middle of the landscape
was a road, and on it a convoy of trucks, loaded with urgently needed aid supplies speeding through.
Suddenly, they came to a halt at a bridge.  I strained my eyes to see what had stopped them; and it was
a single man bedecked with medals with a pink plastic clipboard in his hand.

�You don�t have a tasker number,� he announced.  �You have to go back.�
�What the hell�s a tasker number?� one of the truckers replied.  �The people need this aid now.�
�Sorry, I can�t let you pass without a tasker number.�
�There are people dying!�
�Sorry, no tasker number, no crossing the bridge.�
�What if we just go anyway?�
�I won�t let you pass.�
The truckers returned to their vehicles in disgust and turned around.  Then a ragged group of

people came towards the other side of the bridge as the trucks made their way back.  The bureaucrat
strolled to the other side of the bridge; and stopped them.

�We want to get out,� the crowd said in unison.  �You aren�t looking after us, and if the government
does not look out for us, then we will look out for ourselves.�

�You can�t go,� replied the bureaucrat, wrinkling his nose in disgust.  �You�re poor, there�s no
room, and you�ll never make it past the bridge.�



�But we can�t stay here either,� replied one of them.  �We will die.�
�I don�t care,� replied the bureaucrat.
Then the landscape spun, and I found myself in a dirty, crowded hospital, presumably in some

provincial town.  Amidst the chaos, one conversation stood out.  I saw a daughter with her mother,
asking for an appointment with a doctor from one of the hospital staff.  Her mother appeared to be
suffering from acute stomach pains, whilst the woman at the counter seemed to be especially grumpy
under her 1960s hi-so bouffant hair that made her head look like a cross between a giant meatball
and a bad Afro hair-do.  A calendar stood on the table, giving the date as 10th May.  Again I do not
remember the exact words of the conversation, but this is how it more or less went:

�My mother needs to see a doctor,� the daughter said.  �She�s been having stomach pains for
the past month.�

�I�m sorry, but your regular doctor is away on sabbatical,� replied the counter clerk tersely.  �He
won�t be back until next September.�

�Then can�t we get an appointment with another doctor?� asked the daughter.  �My mother�s had
cancer before, and I�m afraid it could be a remission.�

The clerk seemed to relent, seeing that the woman standing in front of her was also wearing the
same civil service uniform, showing that she�s served the people for thirty years � at least ten more than
herself.  I followed the mother and daughter into the appointment room where I saw an overworked,
tired-looking doctor sitting at his white desk.  The daughter explained the symptoms again to the
doctor, who seemed to hummed and hawed for a while before coming out with his verdict.

�I�ll treat her for the stomach pains,� said the doctor.  �But I can�t do anything else.�
�Why?�
�Your mother is the other doctor�s patient,� explained the doctor.  �I can�t interfere otherwise

there could be lawsuits.  Your mother is his responsibility, not mine.�
�But can�t you at least scan her to see whether there�s a problem?�
�Our scanner�s broken; it won�t be fixed until October.�
�Can�t you at least send her to another hospital to be scanned?� asked the daughter desperately.

�She�s served the state for thirty years, but we can�t afford a scan never mind a treatment at a private
hospital.�

�Hmm, that idea has never occurred to me before,� said the doctor, rubbing his chin.  �Let�s see
what SENG says.�

�Seng?�
The doctor sighed at the ignorance of his patient.
�The Super Efficient and New Government computer system,� he explained patronisingly.

�Computer says no.  Sorry.�
�Then what do we do?�
�You wait until your mother�s regular doctor comes back and our scanner gets fixed.�
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The scene shifted, and I found myself at a grand funeral, the coffin bedecked with garlands
and wreaths of flowers with every colour beneath the Heavens.  It was the funeral of the mother; the
date was 12th August.  Mother�s Day.  From one of the pamphlets I picked up from one of the empty
seats, I learnt that she had died a few days earlier of a remission of cancer, surrounded by loving
families and friends.

The scene shifted again, this time to a more cheery place.  A university, bedecked with trees
that bent under the weight of pink flowers.  It appeared that there was some kind of festivity at the
university.  Bright signs and banners fluttering around the campus proudly proclaimed that the institution
was RGoing Inter.T  But since even in my dreams I still have an aversion to large crowds, I went across
a river to what seemed to be the administrative side of the university, housed in large and imposing
buildings.  I recall vaguely that during my time at an English university, I had never seen the administration
housed in such large buildings.  But this was a dream, so it doesn�t really matter does it?  I entered a
building to see what they did in such impressive buildings.

I found myself in the RThesis Quality Assurance Office.T  Aha! I thought.  Perhaps I might be
able to hear a student nervously defending the thesis that has taken his livelihood for the past few
months.  As a matter of fact, I did, but it might not what you quite imagine it to be.  The student was
indeed defending his thesis, but it wasn�t from a barrage of questions launched by inquisitive professors,
but by one man who wasn�t even a professor but in fact, a wrinkled bureaucrat.

�I don�t exactly see what the problem is,� said the student, who seemed to have been arguing
for some time.  �The thesis committee has already examined my corrections, so I�m just here to hand in
my two copies.�

�Your two copies are flawed.�
�What?�
�Look,� said the bureaucrat, �the footnotes are wrong.  They must be indented and be in this

exact format.�
At this point, the bureaucrat waved a little pink book at the student, like some lost, na¢ve little

Red Guard from China.  I thought at this point that I really should have laid off the alcohol at the Chinese
banquet the previous night.

�But this is how they do it at O_____ University,� said the student.  �I�ve written a thesis as long as
this one and they�ve accepted it there.�

I knew from my time in England that O_____ University had produced people that had changed
that face of the world for the past eight centuries, whether as adventurers, diplomats, politicians, or
businessmen.  I doubt very much that these alumni would have cared much for footnote conventions as
they united tribes and guided countries on the brink of disaster to victory.  If any university in the world
can be considered a university that had RGone InterT then, O_____ University would definitely be it.
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�You�re in this university now,� replied the bureaucrat, becoming angry.  �And you must abide by
the  regulations of this university.�

So much for RGoing InterT I thought to myself.
�And what is this?� pointed the bureaucrat.  �This isn�t the proper way to label a chapter.  These

aren�t numbers.  What�s RIVT?�
�That�s the Roman numeral for four.�
�Well,� said the bureaucrat becoming even more flustered.  �You have to label them 4 or 4.1 or

something.  Read the pink book.�
By that point, the student seemed to have had enough.  He snapped.  I suppose in dreams

students from O_____ University are allowed to lose their composure and snap.  He tore up the pink
book into tiny pieces, stamped on it, spat on it, and before leaving he cried:

�That�s it! I don�t care about this bloody country any more!  Why should I come back here and
sacrifice half of my life and happiness to work with the likes of you when I could be getting a six-figure
starting salary in a top company � in pounds sterling?�

The student turned and left in disgust.
The visions faded.
I woke up in a cold sweat, and the visions finally ended.

At this point in time, I have to confess something.  I lied.  All of the three episodes that I�ve just
related were not apocalyptic nightmares I conjured from a reading of Dante�s Inferno or St. John�s
Revelations, but in fact, the incidents were all based on all too real events.  The first episode was based
on the recent American experience with Hurricane Katrina.  Believe it or not, bureaucrats actually did
stop trucks from unloading their precious supplies because they did not have a RtaskerT number.  It
turned out that nobody really knew what exactly a RtaskerT number was.  Although the events took
place a long way from Thailand, they nevertheless provide hard-hitting lessons that are uncannily
relevant to the Thai situation.

In the aftermaths of the Hurricane Katrina, FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency)
has come under heavy accusations of incompetence in the face of a crisis.  In addition, there have
even been allegations of cronyism where officers within the agency were apparently appointed through
political connections rather than merit.  To observers of Thai politics, the scenario sounds all too familiar.
However, from this we learn that it is certainly not the lack of resources that hold the much-needed
bureaucratic reform back.  Indeed, the United States as the premier world power has access to all the
resources required to tackle the crisis.  What went terribly wrong in this case was arguably more a lack
of will and intellect rather than material resources.  Lack of finances can no longer be used as a valid
excuse for the lag in bureaucratic reforms.

It is all very well for us to point out the flaws of the US�s disaster response, but one does not
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need to look back too far in Thai history to see how badly Thai authorities coped with disastrous situations.
Undoubtedly, the December 2004 tsunami will go down in Thai history as not only the most devastating
natural disaster to hit our country in recent times, but as a quintessential story of bungling bureaucrats
from its beginning to its end.  From the meeting rooms of the meteorological office to the sordid,
scandalous turf-wars over the cold, bloated bodies in the make-shift temple morgues, the whole episode
underlined the incompetence and pointless, petty obsessions of the Thai bureaucracy.  What is more,
because of the magnitude of the catastrophe and consequently, its wide international coverage, our
bickering bureaucrats have become known all over the world for their utter and comprehensive
incompetence.  They are a laughing stock; a pathetic joke.  As in my RvisionsT there are those in state
service who are afraid of taking responsibilities, despite the fact that they do not hesitate for a single
moment to take the privileges of their positions.  Indeed, contrary to the label of Rcivil servantsT it
appears that the bureaucrats more often than not treat the public as their servants rather than the other
way round.  There is no service-minded attitude.

The second and third RdreamT episodes I witnessed with my very own eyes on Thai soil; and
these without even having to enter the formalities of conducting an in-depth fieldwork.  These were
events that I saw as I went about my daily life.  Yes, there is an actual RThesis Quality Assurance OfficeT
in one Thai university, and a patient who had been a civil servant for thirty years was made to wait until
September to see her doctor, sadly dying in August.  I�m still unsure whether to attribute the death
ultimately to cancer or bureaucratic incompetence.  It is indeed disturbing to see that such incidents
are still occurring in twenty-first century Thailand.  Much has been made of the pervasiveness of red-
tape within the bureaucracy, and deservedly so since it is because of red-tape that everything slows
down, from students being unable to submit their finished theses to international investment fleeing to
our far more efficient neighbouring countries.

In many instances, it has also led to the so-called Rbrain-drainT phenomenon where those who
were well-educated abroad become markedly reluctant to return with their knowledge precisely because
of the intransigent bureaucrats.  A primary cause of red-tape, at least in my experience, stems from the
individual�s reluctance to take responsibility.  It seems that bureaucrats must always have some piece
of paper that they can pull out later to justify their position should they come under attack.  This fear is
somewhat justified, considering the ugly role that politics has taken within the bureaucracy, but as we
have tragically seen with the tsunami, it is also this moral cowardice that has led to the deaths of
thousands of people, and along with them the economy of Phuket.

Admittedly, at this stage in the game, there are some things that are simply too late to reform;
I don�t expect bureaucrats to suddenly find it in their conscience to reform and become smiling,
responsible, and un-corrupt just because the Prime Minister told them to do so.  The best we can hope
for is the early retirement of these people, RservantsT of another era, and the hiring and education of a
new, effective generation of real civil servants.  It has been proven that reforms are perfectly possible,
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especially when increasing efficiency becomes the primary focus of reform efforts.  I would like to cite
the example of the radical reform of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and its issuing of passports that has
taken place during the last decade or so.  To this day, I can still vividly recall the weeks up to the first
time I travelled abroad � at the tender age of six.  I still remember the hot, crowded, chaotic rooms, and
(unsurprisingly perhaps given the circumstances) grumpy bureaucrats.  In contrast, a few years ago
when I had to go and extend my passport, it was as if the old ministry no longer existed.  The shabby
old buildings were gone; in their place was an ultra-modern glass edifice.  The spacious halls were
practically empty; there were no queues.  The bureaucrats (I hardly dare to call them by the insulting
term, since they were so unlike any of the Thai bureaucrats I�d had the displeasure to know) that were
serving behind the counters were either smiling or, if not, deadly efficient � sometimes even both.  In
more recent times, there have also been further improvements such as the e-passport and immigration
forms that can actually accommodate my surname!  Elsewhere, I�ve seen identity cards being issued
with equal alacrity and services generally improving.  However, it would seem that these much-needed
improvements have, unfortunately, been restricted to the Bangkok metropolitan area.

Many of my friends from around the world who have come to visit me in Thailand have often
commented that this country was one of the nearest things to paradise on earth.  I�ve winced every time
they said this because of the experiences I�ve had with the inner workings of the country.  Yet there is
reason for hope, especially if we focus on promoting three very simple values: responsibility, efficiency,
and a service attitude.  From these values, everything else will come.  Nothing else is needed; no new-
fangled superficial policies from think-tanks or foreign or domestic Rexperts.T  Co-incidentally, I was
meditating on these values on my last visit to Don Muang airport, passing through immigrations.
Expecting the customary grumpy, old bureaucrat, I was pleasantly surprised to find myself staring at a
young, smiling woman.

�You�ve studied hard!� she said, looking at the stamps in my passport that since, 1987, has
developed into its present, monstrous size.  �Please come back soon and help the country!�

I said a dazed thank you as I took my passport, but as I passed the counter I felt like crying.  It
was because I knew then that I was leaving paradise.

Apisake Monthienvichienchai
25th October, 2005

Hohhot,
Inner Mongolia,

People�s Republic of China
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